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My dnna
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Highs and lows, kicks and blows,
falling downs and getting ups.
That is what I’m made of. Overcoming
it all and ending up stronger? That’s
just me. And this candle is just my way
to deal with it off the court. My moment
of relaxation and simulation for what
is about to come. Because tomorrow
is sweat and tears all over again.
My name is donna, but I’m
definitely not a primadonna.
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A letter from
donna
SOME SAY THAT YOU CAN SENSE A SMELL OF VICTORY OR DEFEAT.
I CAN SENSE THE SMELL OF ALMOST ALL OF MY MEMORIES,
ESPECIALLY THOSE THAT I HAVE GATHERED DURING NUMEROUS
YEARS OF TRAVELING AROUND THE WORLD PLAYING TENNIS. THE
SMELL OF CUT-GRASS, FRESHLY-CLEANED HOTEL ROOMS, BUBBLE
BATHS, YOU NAME IT.

But they also smell like sweaty jerseys, empty locker rooms, crowdy airports,
rain-soaked tennis courts — it’s all part of the game. That’s the way it is in
life, you can’t get one thing without the other. And that is what I want to
share with you — the struggle and the effort intertwined with tenderness
and self-love. Like in everything else, my goal in this was to keep it real
and keep it natural. My connection with nature helps me achieve this goal
and it is a part of my dna. Nature can pick you up, or calm you down and
that’s why all of my products are purely nature-based. Just another candle?
I don’t think so.
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About us
WE MAY NOT BE ABLE TO INFLUENCE
EVERYTHING IN LIFE, BUT WHENEVER
WE CAN, WE GIVE IT 100%!

It is the same when it comes to our
candles and room sticks — we pay
the utmost attention to the quality of
fragrances and select only the best. Our
products contain fragrance formulas
designed in the famous perfume
creation center in Grasse, France. Each
fragrance is composed of contrasting and
characterful notes, which work perfectly
together.

WE GIVE GREAT IMPORTANCE TO PRODUCT COMPOSITION: THE
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About us
CANDLES ARE MADE OUT OF 100% NATURAL WAX MADE BY BEES FROM
THE KOPAČKI RIT NATURE PARK IN CROATIA, AND THEY EMIT NEGATIVE
IONS IN ORDER TO PURIFY, CLEAN AND IMPROVE AIR QUALITY.

However, I think that, in addition to the smell, the design is extremely
important as well. Each of our vessels is unique and made out of the
highest quality Murano glass: handmade, blown, heated and cooled,
personalized and signed by the master glassmaker. We have made sure to
be extra-careful in the realization of this whole process in order to create the
perfect packaging for our candles and room sticks but also, in order to create
elegant accessories to the interior.
I want our design and fragrances to convey my message, reminding us
of fragility, but also, to encourage people to never give up. Every effort
requires relaxation, every injury needs healing, and every stress must
be released — that is exactly what our products are for!
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Sustainability
WE LIVE IN THE TIMES OF INCREASED AWARENESS OF
THE HARMFUL EFFECTS TO MANKIND AS WELL AS THE
ENVIRONMENT. WE PAY MORE ATTENTION TO TAKING CARE OF
OUR HEALTH, WE WATCH OUR DIET, WE EXERCISE AND REALIZE
THE IMPORTANCE OF TAKING TIME FOR YOURSELF AND
ENJOYING THOSE PRECIOUS “ME-TIME” MOMENTS. ALSO, WE
BECAME MORE AWARE OF THE QUALITY OF AIR WE BREATHE
INTO OUR LUNGS AND WE ARE TRYING OUR BEST TO REDUCE
STRESS TO A MINIMUM.
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That is the lifestyle that I believe fits my product well. In order to
round up this whole project, we give great importance to the composition and packaging of our products. Our candles are 100% natural, made of beeswax, do not harm the environment and improve
the quality of the air we breathe. They contain an environmentally
friendly wick which is paper-based instead of lead-based.
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Sustainability

ALL OF OUR PRODUCTS EMIT NATURALLY
STRONG LIGHT OF THE SAME SPECTRUM AS THE
SUN AND OUR FRAGRANCES ARE CERTIFIED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE COSMOS–NATURAL
STANDARD.

The packaging materials are natural, biodegradable
and suitable for recycling or reusing. Glass and iron are
predominantly used in the packaging, as well as the
high-quality, comprehensive materials of extremely
wide use that work great together and further
emphasize the two opposing sides all of us carry within
ourselves: gentle fragility and great strength.
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Bee responsible
Bees help make my products natural pollinators, they create colors
we admire and bring a smile to our faces. They fly tirelessly from
flower to flower and with their tiny, valuable legs, worker bees collect
nectar and pollen. For 1kg of beeswax processed from 3kg of nectar,
they visit 7,500,000 flower clovers, 2,000,000 acacia flowers, and fly 5
miles away from the hive. Bees save us, enable our survival on Earth,
and that’s why our duty is to save them back.
HAT’S WHY MY PRODUCTS ARE AIMED TO HELP THESE ANGELS
OF NATURE, BEES — DNNA WILL ENRICH NATURE WITH 50
BEES FROM THE SALE OF EACH SCENTED CANDLE. IMAGINE
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THAT MUTUAL LOVE: YOUR INTERIOR FILLED WITH NATURAL
SCENTS MADE BY HARDWORKING BEES, AND 50 BEE SISTERS
ENRICHING NATURE JUST BY PURCHASING A CANDLE?
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Better
together
EVERYONE SPENDS THEIR VACATION
DIFFERENTLY: SOMEONE LIKES TO BE
ACTIVE, AND SOMEONE JUST LIKES TO
RELAX AND ENJOY. OUR FRAGRANCES ARE
CREATED TO ACCOMPANY YOUR GUESTS IN
ALL OF THEIR ACTIVITIES.

Candles and room sticks can be used in hotel
rooms, lobby areas, spas, bars, and restaurants,
creating a connection between the guest and
your brand on a deep sensory level.
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Better together
For your interior, choose one of the existing
fragrances from our dnna selection that are
already recognized on global markets. All of the
fragrances are designed with great care in the
famous perfume creation center in Grasse, France.
Each fragrance is composed of contrasting and
characterful notes, which work perfectly together:
Bergamot & Patchouli, Amber & cbd, Wild Mint
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& Mimosa, Mango & Vanilla and Donna’s favorite:
Champagne & Strawberry.
DNNA FRAGRANCES ARE ALREADY SET FOR
A WHOLE RANGE OF COMMERCIAL USES, IN
ORDER TO CREATE A LONG AND SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP WITH OUR CLIENTS.

Champagne & Strawberry

Amber & cbd

Bergamot & Patchouli

Wild Mint & Mimosa

Mango & Vanilla
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Better together
We believe that, in everything we do, we must give a part of ourselves! That is
why we offer you the opportunity to create a personalized fragrance which will
make your brand even more authentic. Depending on your preferences, the
fragrance itself will be designed in a famous perfume center in Grasse, France,
just like all of our other fragrance formulas.
THE SCENT, AS ONE OF THE MAIN SENSES THAT STIMULATES OUR MEMORIES
AND EMOTIONS, WILL HELP CREATE A CONNECTION BETWEEN THE GUEST
AND YOUR BRAND ON A DEEP SENSORY LEVEL. YOU CAN CHOOSE THE
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CHARACTERISTIC THAT YOU WANT YOUR GUESTS TO REMEMBER, LIKE
WELL-DESERVED LUXURY AND ELEGANCE.
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Better
together
We also want to offer all guests the
opportunity to buy a personalized
fragrance that will remind them of a
pleasant stay in your hotel. It would
be available in rooms, hotel stores or
through a website, and they could
take it home as a souvenir reminding
them of this place. Once they return,
no matter how much time has passed
since their last visit, the personalized
scent will immediately revive the
memories that were created here.
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° CHOOSE A SCENT FOR YOUR INTERIOR FROM OUR
DNNA SELECTION OF EXISTING FRAGRANCES

° MAKE YOUR BRAND AUTHENTIC, CREATE A PERSONALIZED
FRAGRANCE FOR YOUR HOTEL

° GIVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO YOUR GUESTS TO BUY
OUR PRODUCTS IN THE HOTEL STORE
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dnna
collaborations
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dnna
collection
corner
We are proud of our dnna products and the
story behind them, and we hope that our
success will be recognized. Bearing in mind
the quality of our candles and room sticks, we
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strongly believe that they could be a valuable
part of your luxury service.
Guests come first and they deserve the best,
so let us give them access to premium natural
products so they could enjoy them in your
interior and take them home as souvenirs!

— ENERGY VS. SERENITY

You don’t have to be involved in sports in order to make
every day a challenge! Everyday activities require a lot
of energy, so we’ve made sure that you find it in our
glamorous combination of bergamot and patchouli
scents. In search of bergamot, there is no need to go to
Calabria, because we bring the scent of sweet bergamot
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from Calabria straight to you. It is characterized by a
classic sweet-yet-tart smell, but it also carries floral and
spicy notes. Patchouli comes from Indonesia and it has
strong and earthy, yet sweet, smoky and spicy tones.
This combination will provide you with the necessary
energy boost but it will also help you release stress,
depending on what your exact needs are.
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Bergamot
& Patchouli

— REALITY VS. IMAGINATION

Sometimes, an escape into imagination
is desperately needed in order to make it
easier to deal with the struggles of everyday
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life. Experience a zen feeling through
oriental notes of sweet, resinous, cozy and
warm amber. Let its aphrodisiac effect evoke
magic and warmth within you, while the
vaguely floral and herbaceous earthiness of
cbd is keeping you in the present moment.
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Amber
& cbd

— GENTLE VS. COOL

It’s okay to be tough, but it is also necessary
to connect with your gentle side, so let this
fragrance combination help you find the
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balance between the two! Wild mint from
the Mentha Arvensis plant grown in India is
refreshing, energizing and stimulating, while
mimosa has aromatherapeutic properties
and helps relieve stress. Its warm, honey and
powdery airiness fits perfectly with wild mint’s
cooling aroma. Just as your gentle side softens
your cool attitude!
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Wild Mint
& Mimosa

— HOMY VS. EXOTIC

When you travel half the world, you learn to
appreciate the comforting feeling of returning
to your home. It is this exact feeling that
comes together in the warm scent of vanilla
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and mango. Our vanilla scent comes from
Madagascar, and is considered to be the
gold standard for quality vanilla pods. It fits
perfectly with the juicy and mouth-watering
sweet scent of mangoes that deliver that hint
of the tropics, the hint of unknown! Perfect
for exciting long journeys and even sweeter
returns to home.
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Mango
& Vanilla

— BE ALL IN — ELEGANCE AND GLAMOUR!

Sometimes you don’t want to make any
compromises — especially when you’re on the
tennis court looking forward to victory! Scent
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can take us far back in time, and this refined
combination of champagne and strawberries
takes Donna back to the moments of the most
exciting tennis matches. For her, it is the scent
of success, adrenaline, cheering and indulging
in the magic of tennis in its truest form. So, let
this refreshing and tempting scent awake the
winner in you!
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Champagne
& Strawberry
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Contact us

WWW.DNNA.EU
INFO@DNNA.EU

T: +385 98 232 002
DNNA D.O.O., VINKOVAČKA CESTA 68,
31000 OSIJEK, HRVATSKA/CROATIA

